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This site provides general information about Naruto: Clash of Ninja Revolution 3 in our guide section.
As more information about the project appears, you will find here news, videos, screens and other
info about Naruto: Clash of Ninja Revolution 3. Naruto Shippuden: Ultimate Ninja STORM 3 invites
players to explore the hidden world of NARUTO as they battle foes from the past and face off against
their greatest enemy. Experience the incredible anime action, taken to a whole new level with the
inclusion of jutsu, new battle systems, animations, and even 3-D environments. Utilize special
abilities as characters evolve, making their attacks more damaging and their transformations more
impressive. Embark on a new adventure where players will have to take control of Naruto Uzumaki,
Sasuke Uchiha, Hinata Hyuga, Sakura Haruno, and all the other characters that have returned as
playable characters from NARUTO SHIPPUDEN: Ultimate Ninja STORM 2. The Naruto Shippuden:
Ultimate Ninja STORM 3 character roster also includes playable characters like: Gaara, Pain, Neji,
Tenten, Kankuro, Toneri, and Kakashi Hatake. Utilize special attacks as Naruto, Sasuke, and Sakura
dramatically change their appearance while battling fiercely in an onslaught of continuous battle.
Naruto Shippuden: Ultimate Ninja STORM 3 combines the best elements of the previous two games
in the series with 3-D environments, refined fighting systems, more playable characters, and
incredible animations. New features include the ability to perform jutsu, which are attacks learned by
your characters, during battle as they morph from regular villagers into ninja. These jutsu can be
used as combo moves and can even change the flow of battle.
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